The Art of Advocacy
As the parent of a child thriving on the Autism Spectrum (I don’t use the phrase syndrome), I
find that I am consistently contacting teachers, specialists and the school administration to
make sure that it is known what I will accept as appropriate and adequate schooling. I know
what the stats say about Black boys in school. I make sure that the school knows that I do not
accept those stats as a reality for my child or the children he goes to school with. Diagnosed at
age 4, I have been fighting for my son for over 6 years now. In my advocacy for my son I realized
something: “How much better would my life be if I advocated for ME like I do for him?”
Outside of our careers, we work hard to make sure our families have all the resources they need
to succeed. From Parent/Teacher Conferences to Church and Fraternity/Sorority meetings, we
make sure the following is known: We will fight for the best interest of family.
Let’s think objectively, how much better would we be if we took that same fire to our
workplaces or entrepreneurial endeavors? Do we insist on personal development courses to
better our position? Do we make sure that we take notes to ensure that people act in our best
interest? Do we make sure our customers pay us what we are worth instead of depending on
the “hook up?”
When we are making our career journeys, please utilize the same tools we use in our personal
lives:
•
•
•

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT is a great thing. It helps you grow not only in your current
position but the position you are headed for
REPUTATION is everything. Being a person of integrity makes your words carry farther
NETWORK: understand who to know and how you can benefit each other
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